
Person of Interest



Introduction
• How do you solve a cold case when you don’t have a body or crime scene?

• Steve Hayes was the primary “person of interest” in his wife Tammy’s 
disappearance.

• But there was not enough evidence to proved she had been murdered.

• J. Warner Wallace drew a diagram to illustrate how the investigators would 
go about proving the case.

• The FUSE and the FALLOUT would identify the FELON.
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Jesus Without the New Testament
• Let’s now look at the “explosion” known as Jesus.

• J. Warner Wallace wrote about his own investigation in his previous book, 
Cold Case Christianity.

• He wondered if you could make the case for Jesus apart from the Bible.

• Even if there was no Bible and no report in the Gospels, you can use this 
same technique to see the FUSE and FALLOUT of the life of Jesus.

• One obvious example is BC and AD, now called BCE and CE.
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Jesus: The Average Ancient?
• All of these factors fit under what could be called the “cultural fuse.”

- Communication Strand - pictograph, cuneiform, to Koine Greek

- Colonization Strand - Egyptian, Persian, Greek, Roman Empire

- Domination Strand - Pax Romana

- Transportation Strand - Roman road and bridges

- Circulation Strand - written documents circulated

- Toleration Strand - the effort to tolerate the gods of conquered nations



Cultural Fuse



Jesus: The Copycat Savior?
• This could be called the “spiritual fuse.”

- The Jesus Myth - compare the story of Jesus to other myths of deities 

- The God Instinct - ancient people adopted gods of their parents

- Common Characteristics - 15 characteristics shared by ancient deities

- God’s Myth - descriptions of all the other Old Testament heroes

- Jesus is the culmination of all there characteristics and descriptions



Spiritual Fuse



Jesus: The Mistaken Messiah?
• This could be called the “prophecy fuse.”

- Two kinds of prophecy: clear prophecy and cloaked prophecies

- Clear prophecies point to the “person of interest” from the onset

- Cloaked prophecies point to the “person of interest” from in hindsight

- This explains why Jews do not readily accept Jesus as the Messiah

- Daniel prophecy - 173,880 days from the decree to the Messiah



Prophetic Fuse



In the Fullness of Time
• The Divine Timing of Jesus would fall into a particular “red zone.

- The Spiritual Red Zone would be between 350 BCE and 250 CE

- The Spiritual and Cultural Red Zone between 29 BCE and 180 CE

- The Spiritual, Cultural, and Prophetic Red Zone would then be between   
29 BCE and 70 CE

• What happened in this tiny “Red Zone” - was it a political event, an edict of 
government, an act of war, a catastrophe?



The Red Zone



Jesus: The Unfounded Fiction?
• This could be called the “dissemination fallout.”

- Christians who liked Jesus

- Non-Christians who liked Jesus

- Objection: the story about Jesus changed over time

- Objection: Early Christians eliminated competing accounts of Jesus

- Jesus dominated the bookshelves



Christians Who Liked Jesus



Bookshelves



Jesus: The Deary Deity?
• This could be called the “inspiration fallout.”

- Contrast with first century residences

- Western architecture

- Paintings

- Evidence in the hymnals

- Western music 



Jesus: The Dreary Deity?
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Jesus: The Illiterate?
• This could be called the “education fallout.”

- Igniting a revolution in education

- Chairs for law, theology, philosophy, medicine, music, rhetoric

- A library in every monastery

- Schools in every monastery and cathedral

- Modern education



Jesus: The Science Denier?
• This could be called the “exploration fallout.”

- Objection: Christianity is Anti-science

- Christianity as a Catalyst for Science

- Jesus and the Scientific Worldview

- Christian “Hall of Fame”

- Father (and Mother) of Each Scientific Discipline
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Jesus: The One and Only?
• This could be called the “exaltation fallout.”

- Mentioned, Merged, or Modified

- Jesus Mentioned and Merged in Hinduism

- Krishna Modified

- Modification of Mithras

- Buddhism Mentioned and Merged

- Jesus in Islam



Jesus: The One and Only?



A Decision Made




